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ABSTRACT

This study is designed to create a Management Information System for Perfect 

Elegance Wellness and Beauty Center. The proposed system will automate the day-to- 

day operations and transactions of the spa and beauty center to provide a more systematic 

process in dealing with transaction and be able to generate reports for the users o f the 

system. It is focused on the following objectives:to develop a customer profile database 

to store and retrieve customer records, and a payment module which stores all the 

transactions made daily and can present reports in a chosen date span.

A website was also created for the company as to improve their marketing 

strategy and another way to attract their customers to view the available services and 

promos that the company has to offer.

The methodology used to develop the system is Evolutionary Prototyping that 

has the following stages: Requirements gathering, analysis, prototype development, 

client evaluation, suggested improved, design, coding, integration and testing and 

maintenance.

Results show that the Management Information System for Perfect Elegance 

Wellness and Beauty Center would help all spa personnel to ease their work in terms o f 

retrieving information, and producing reports. Also, the system helps in providing the 

users with an accurate data that can easily be viewed in the system. Computation and data 

gathering is also easier and a reminder about schedule of session to all customers is also 

easier with just a click o f  a button.


